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Abstract
We report improved results of lowest-lying silicon clusters Si30–Si38. A large population of low-energy clusters are collected from previous
searches by several research groups and the binding energies of these clusters are computed using density-functional theory (DFT) methods. Best candidates (isomers with high binding energies) are identified from the screening calculations. Additional constrained search is
then performed for the best candidates using the basin-hopping method combined with DFT geometry optimization. The obtained lowlying clusters are classified according to binding energies computed using either the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional or the
Becke exchange and Lee–Yang–Parr correlation (BLYP) functional. We propose to rank low-lying clusters according to the mean PBE/
BLYP binding energies in view that the PBE functional tends to give greater binding energies for more compact clusters whereas the
BLYP functional tends to give greater binding energies for less compact clusters or clusters composed of small-sized magic-number clusters. Except for Si30, the new search confirms again that medium-size silicon clusters Si31–Si38 constructed with proper fullerene cage motifs are most promising to be the lowest-energy structures.

ing clusters are reasonably established [11, 13, 16, 20]. Still, a challenge is to determine exact structures of the lowest-energy clusters
(global minima). The challenge is mainly due to two subtleties: (1)
high-level ab initio computation is very demanding or impractical
for medium-sized silicon clusters [31], and (2) the energy rankings
based on DFT total-energy computation can be sensitive to the
density functional selected, such as the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional [32], or the Becke exchange and Lee–Yang–Parr
correlation (BLYP) functional [33]. In general, the PBE functional
tends to give greater binding energies for more compact clusters
(clusters with smaller cages but more core-filling atoms) whereas
the BLYP functional tends to give greater binding energies for less
compact clusters or clusters consisting of small-sized magic-number clusters such Si6, Si7 and Si10 [12, 13].

1. Introduction
Structures of medium-sized silicon clusters have been investigated by many researchers over the last five years [1–20] using
various global optimization methods [21–26]. Numerous theoretical studies of medium-sized neutral clusters SiN in the size range
N = 25–40 have shown that beyond N = 29, compact and spherical-like structures are more stable than elongated structures [4, 8,
11, 12, 15] and that carbon fullerene cages tend to be generic cage
motifs for low-lying spherical-like clusters [4, 9, 11–13, 15–20]. To
date, a large population of low-energy clusters of SiN (N = 25–40)
have been obtained from independent global-minimum searches
by several research groups: (1) an unbiased search [4] using genetic algorithm [21] combined with the non-orthogonal tightbinding method [27]. (2) an unbiased search [11, 12] using minima-hopping method [25] combined with the density-functional
based tight-binding (DFTB) model [28], and (3) various biased
searches (based on a large number of pre-constructed endohedral
fullerene structures) using a compression method [20] combined
with a tight-binding model of silicon [29], or a relaxation method
combined with quantum molecular dynamics simulation [16], or
a basin-hopping method combined with density-functional theory (DFT) geometry optimization [4, 8, 26]. Although for each size
there are many candidates to compete for the lowest-energy structure, the homologue carbon cage motifs (carbon fullerenes [30])
and the number of core atoms inside the cages for most low-ly-

2. Method and calculation
In this Letter, we present a systematic study of low-lying clusters
SiN (N = 30–38). First, we have collected a large number of low-energy clusters reported in the literature by various groups [4, 11,
13, 16, 20]. Binding energies of these low-energy isomers are computed using DFT methods within generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) implemented in the CPMD program [34]. For the
binding-energy computation, we used a supercell length of 25 Å
and an energy cut-off of 30 Rydberg for plane-wave expansion.
We adopted Troullier–Martins norm-conserving pseudopoten3757
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Table 1. Optimal core/cage combination for low-lying endohedral silicon clusters Si30–Si40 reported in Ref. [16] (Ma et al.) and Ref. [20] (Zhou and
Pan). The binding energies per atom are calculated at DFT level with two GGA functionals (PBE and BLYP). Isomers with the greatest PBE binding energy are highlighted in bold, and isomers with the greatest mean (PBE + BLYP) binding energy are highlighted with a frame. The si36-O′ is
obtained from structural perturbation of si36-O.

si30-O (Ref. [20])
si30-Ma (Ref. [16])
si31-O
si31-Ma
si32-O
si32-Ma
si33-O
si33-Ma
si34-O
si34-Ma
si35-O
si35-Ma
si36-O
si36-O′
si36-Ma
si37-O
si37-Ma
si38-O
si38-Ma
si39-O
si39-Ma
si40-O
si40-Wang (Ref. [9])

Optimal core/cage combination
(homologue carbon fullerene cage [30])

Binding energy (eV/atom)
CPMD/PBE

CPMD/BLYP

Mean

Si4@Si26 [C26(D3h:1)]
Si2@Si28 [C28(D2:1)
Si3@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si3@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si4@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si4@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si5@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si3@Si30 [C30(C2v:3)]
Si6@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si4@Si30 [C30(C2v:3)]
Si5@Si30 [C30(C2:2)]
Si3@Si32 [C32(C2:1)]
Si4@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si4@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si4@Si32 [C32(D3d:3)]
Si5@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si5@Si32 [C32(C2:1)]
Si6@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si6@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si7@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si5@Si34 [C34(Cs:2)]
Si6@Si34
(having 7 member-ring)
Si6@Si34 [C34(C3v:6)]

3.914
3.886
3.918
3.903
3.916
3.906
3.940
3.907
3.932
3.906
3.936
3.914
3.936
3.937
3.922
3.947
3.926
3.949
3.936
3.957
3.941
3.955

3.325
3.322
3.346
3.338
3.340
3.334
3.340
3.340
3.330
3.346
3.344
3.351
3.356
3.354
3.347
3.353
3.341
3.341
3.338
3.336
3.362
3.353

3.620
3.604
3.632
3.620
3.628
3.620
3.640
3.623
3.631
3.626
3.640
3.632
3.646
3.646
3.634
3.650
3.633
3.645
3.637
3.646
3.651
3.654

3.943

3.359

3.651

tials [35] for PBE and Goedecker–Teter–Hutter (dual space Gaussian) norm-conserving pseudopotentials [36] for BLYP calculations.
Top candidates (isomers with large binding energies) are identified from this screening calculation. Next, additional constrained
searches are performed by using the basin-hopping (BH) method
combined with DFT geometry optimization [19, 26]. The obtained
lowest-energy clusters are classified into three groups: one according to the binding energies computed based on the PBE functional, the second according to the binding energies based on the
BLYP functional, and the third according to the mean PBE/BLYP
binding energies.
3. Results and discussion
Table 1 shows calculated binding energies of low-lying endohedral clusters SiN (N = 30–40), reported by Ma et al. [16] and Pan
and Zhou [20], respectively, as well as their corresponding homologue carbon cages labeled in the Fowler–Manolopoulos fullerene
notation (including the point-group symmetry and the Fowler–
Manolopoulos label [30]). These endohedral fullerene-like low-lying clusters were pre-constructed based on an empirical rule [4],
that is, the Sim+3/Sim (m = 1,2,…) is an upper/lower limit for the
number of core filling atoms to be enclosed in a Si26+2m fullerene
cage. Pan and Zhou employed a compression method combined
with a tight-binding model of silicon, while Ma et al. relaxed the
clusters using a quantum molecular dynamics method. The compression method seems more effective to generate compact low-lying clusters. The most notable results are the predicted homologue
carbon fullerene cage C28 for Si32 and Si33 (a larger C30 cage was
reported in Ref. [13]) and C32 cage for Si38 (a larger C34 cage was
reported in Ref. [13]). With these new cage motifs, our additional
BH-DFT/PBE search yields new leading candidates for the lowestenergy clusters of Si32 and Si38, respectively, namely, si32-1a and
si38-1a (see Table 2). We also confirm structure of the lowest-energy cluster Si33, namely, si33-1a. Pan and Zhou reported new lowlying structures of Si30, Si31, Si35 and Si36 with slightly improved
DFT/PBE binding energies (typically 4–8 meV/atom, which are

comparable to typical error bar in DFT binding-energy computation ~5 meV/atom). The corresponding homologue carbon fullerene cages (C28 for Si30 and Si31, C30 for Si35, and C32 for Si36) are the
same in size as reported Refs. 12 and 13. Our additional BH-DFT/
PBE search confirms these leading candidates. We thus name them
as new si30-1a, si31-1a, si35-1a and si36-1a, respectively (see Table
2). We also predict a new leading candidate for the lowest-energy
cluster Si37, named as si37-1a, whose binding energy is improved
by 9 meV/atom (see Table 2 and Reference [13]).
Table 2 also shows new results of low-lying endohedral fullerene-like clusters Si31, Si32, Si35, Si36, Si38 and Si39 based on DFT/
BLYP binding-energy computation, namely, si31-1a′, si32-1a′,
si35-1a′, si36-1a′, si38-1a′, and si39-1a′, respectively. In particular,
the bind energies of si32-1a′ and si36-1a′ are improved by 8 and
10 meV/atom compared to those reported in Ref. [13]. At DFT/
BLYP level of theory, the Y-shaped three-arm clusters still give
rise to the greatest binding energies for Si30, Si32, Si34 and Si37. Except for Si30, however, the binding-energy differences between the
Y-shaped three-arm clusters (Ref. [13]) and the endohedral fullerene-like isomers (si32-1a′, si34-1a′ and si37-1a′) are less than 6
meV/atom, comparable to the error bar (~5 meV/atom) in DFT
energy computation.
In view of the dependence of energy rankings on the functional (e.g., PBE or BLYP) selected, we propose to use the mean
(PBE + BLYP) binding energies to rank low-lying silicon clusters. As indicated above, the PBE functional tends to give greater
binding energies for more compact clusters whereas the BLYP
functional tends to give greater binding energies for less compact clusters or clusters consisting of small-sized magic-number clusters such Si6, Si7 and Si10. Hence, to some extent, the mean
(PBE + BLYP) binding energy, when used as a measure of relative stability, balances the over preference of compact structure
in the PBE calculation and the over preference of less compact
structure in the BLYP calculation. The predicted low-lying clusters are also shown in Table 2, where the clusters with the greatest mean (PBE + BLYP) binding energies are highlighted by a
frame and plotted in Figure 1(a). For references, the binding-en-
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Table 2. Optimal core/cage combination for leading candidates for the lowest-energy clusters Si30–Si40 and their binding energies per atom calculated at DFT level with two GGA functionals. “1a” denotes the lowest-lying isomer in PBE energy ranking (in bold), “1a′” denotes the lowest-lying
isomer in BLYP energy ranking (in bold). “1m” denotes the isomer with the greatest mean (PBE + BLYP) binding energy. Also, isomers with the
greatest mean binding energies are highlighted by a frame.

si30-1a = si30-O
si30-1a′ (Ref. [12])
si31-1a = si31-O
si31-1a′
si32-1a
si32-1a′
si33-1a = si33-O
si33-1a′ (Ref. [13])
si34-1a (Ref. [13])
si35-1a
si35-1a′
si36-1a
si36-1a′
si37-1a
si37-1a′ (Ref. [13])
si37-1m = si37-O
si38-1a
si38-1a′
si38-1m (Ref. [13])
si39-1a (Ref. [19])
si39-1a′
si40-1a (Ref. [19])
si40-1a′ (Ref. [19])

Optimal core/cage combination
(homologue fullerene cage [30])

Binding energy (eV/atom)
CPMD/PBE

CPMD/BLYP

Mean

Si4@Si26 [C26(D3h:1)]
Y-Shape
Si3@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si3@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si4@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si4@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si5@Si28 [C28(Td:2)]
Si3@Si30 [C30(C2v:3)]
Si4@Si30 [C30(C2v:3)]
Si5@Si30 [C30(C2v:3)]
Si3@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si4@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si4@Si32 [C32(D3d:3)]
Si5@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si5@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si5@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si6@Si32 [C32(D3:6)]
Si4@Si34 [C34(C3v:6)]
Si4@Si34 [C34(C2:5)]
Si5@Si34 [C34(Cs:2)]
Si5@Si34 [C34(Cs:2)]
Si6@Si34 [C34(Cs:3)]
Si4@Si36 [C36(D3h:13)]

3.914
3.895
3.918
3.891
3.926
3.919
3.940
3.931
3.934
3.936
3.907
3.937
3.934
3.949
3.940
3.947
3.950
3.940
3.948
3.959
3.945
3.966
3.928

3.325
3.359
3.346
3.347
3.342
3.347
3.340
3.358
3.351
3.347
3.358
3.355
3.364
3.348
3.357
3.353
3.342
3.369
3.364
3.364
3.366
3.364
3.372

3.620
3.627
3.632
3.619
3.634
3.633
3.640
3.644
3.642
3.641
3.632
3.646
3.649
3.649
3.649
3.650
3.646
3.654
3.656
3.662
3.656
3.665
3.650

Figure 1. Binding energies per atom (eV/atom) of the predicted lowest-energy silicon fullerenes highlighted (in bold or with a frame) in Table 2:
(a) mean (PBE + BLYP), (b) PBE, and (3) BLYP binding energies. A distinct peak can be seen at N = 33 in (a) and (b).

ergies of the lowest-lying clusters Si39 and Si40 (see Ref. [19]) are
also included in Table 2 and plotted in Figs. 1(a)–(c). Interestingly,
only for Si30, the Y-shaped three-arm cluster (si30-1a′) still has
the greatest mean binding energy. This is likely because the cluster is composed of three highly stable magic-number subunits, i.e.
two Si6 and one Si10 (Ref. [12]). For Si31–Si40, the endohedral fullerene-like clusters all give rise to the greatest mean binding energies. Specifically, for Si31, Si32, Si35, Si39 and Si40, the corresponding lowest-lying isomers predicted in DFT/PBE calculations also
have the greatest mean binding energies, whereas for Si33 and Si36,

the corresponding lowest-lying isomers predicted in DFT/BLYP
calculation have the greatest mean binding energies. As shown in
Figs. 1(a)–(c) and Table 2, the leading candidate for Si33, si33-1a′,
has greater mean binding energy than its two neighbour clusters.
Thus, this isomer with C30(C2v:3) homologue fullerene cage may
be considered in future as a model cluster for the study of chemical reactivity of Si33 with small chemical molecules such as C2H2
and NO2 [37].
For Si37 and Si38, newly named isomers si37-1m [20] and si381m [13] (see Table 2) neither have the greatest binding energy in
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DFT/PBE calculation nor in DFT/BLYP calculation, but both have
the greatest mean (PBE + BLYP) binding energy. For Si37, all three
leading candidates (si37-1a, si37-1a′ and si37-1m) entail the same
homologue carbon fullerene cage C32(D3:6), while for Si38, the two
leading candidates (si38-1a′ and si38-1m) entail the homologus
carbon fullerene cage C34(C3v:6) and C34(C2:5), respectively.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have performed constrained basin-hopping
search for lowest-lying endohedral silicon clusters Si30–Si38, with
initial structures screened from a large population of low-energy clusters obtained from previous searches by several research
groups using different searching methods. New leading candidates for the lowest-energy clusters are obtained. These candidate clusters are classified into three groups: one according to the
binding energies computed based the PBE functional, the second
according to the binding energies based on the BLYP functional,
and the third according to the mean PBE/BLYP binding energies.
This is because the PBE functional tends to give greater binding
energies for more compact clusters whereas the BLYP functional
tends to give greater binding energies for less compact clusters or
clusters composed of small-sized magic-number clusters. Except
for Si30, the new BH-DFT search confirms again that medium-size
silicon clusters built with proper fullerene cage motifs are most
promising to be the lowest-energy structures.
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